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The transfer map in topological Hochschild homology 

Christian Schlichtkrull’ 

Abstract 

We consider the topological Hochschild homology (THH) of a group ring R[G]. and calculate 

the restriction map (or transfer) associated with a subgroup KC G of finite index in terms 

of ordinary group homology transfers. This gives information on the corresponding restriction 

map in Quillen’s K-theory via the topological Dennis trace tr: K(R[G])-THH(R[G]). Marc 

generally, we consider group rings for “rings up to homotopy” (FSP’s) and calculate the THH- 

restriction tnap in terms of transfers In generalized homology theories. @ 1998 Elsevier Science 

B.V. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 

One possible way to study Quillens algebraic K-theory K(R) of a ring R, is to con- 

sider its relationship with the topological Hochschild homology THH(R) as defined by 

Biikstedt, see [5] or [13]. The latter is a topological version of the ordinaly Ho&child 

homology. and the topological Dennis trace is a natural map 

tr: K(R) + THH(R). 

This is a non-trivial invariant. By a theorem of Dundas and McCarthy [8], the stable 

K-theory of R is equivalent to THH(R). 

For a discrete group G and a subgroup K of finite index, there is an inclusion of 

group rings R[K] + R[G]. and a corresponding restriction map (or transfer) 

Res: K(R[G]) + K(R[K]). 
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The construction is simple: The inclusion of rings R[G] + EndR[K)(R[G]) induced from 

the left multiplication of G on R[G] gives a map on K-theory, and the restriction map 

is induced from this by Morita equivalence. (A choice of coset representatives provides 

an R[K]-basis for R[G].) Though easy to define, the K-theoretical restriction map has 

proved hard to analyze effectively. However, there is a corresponding restriction map 

in topological Hochschild homology, and a commutative diagram 

K(R[G]) 5 THH(R[G]) 

(0.1) 

K(R[Kl) 2 THH(R[K]). 

In this paper, we describe completely the behavior of the THH-restriction map on 

homotopy groups in terms of the well-known transfers in ordinary group homol- 

ogy, cf. [7, 3.91. Let (G) denote the conjugacy classes of G, and for (0 E (G) write 

C,(o) to mean the centralizer of (T in G for some representative g t o. (This is 

independent of the choice of 0 up to isomorphism.) We also write rc, = rc,(THH(R)), 

and consider it as a trivial C<;(U)-module. With this notation we 

have 

rc,,(THH(R[G])) = @ 6 H,(Cc;((lJ). ~,,~i) 

rut ((;) I-0 

and similarly, 

rc,(THH(R[K])) = @ 6 H,(C’k-(2) , ~,I-, 1. 

This gives a corresponding decomposition Res,, = @c,I,i Resf,, where 

n 12 II 

Res:;I =@Re&: ~H,(C~;((f,),x,~,)i~ H,(C,Y(J.),~,~-,). 
IGO i=O 1-o 

Theorem A. Let to t (G) untl 2. t (K). 

(i) !f’ >“p oj then Resi, = 0. 

A similar description of the restriction map in ordinary Hochschild homology has 

been given by Bentzen and Madsen, cf. [4]. 
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The homotopy groups of THH(R) are not known in general but, for example, 

{ 

Z for i=O, 

rc,(THH(Z)) = 0 for i=2,j, j>l, 

U/jZ for i=2,i- I, j> 1 

More generally, Lindenstrauss and Madsen have calculated the homotopy groups of 

THH(R) when R is the integers in a finite extension of the rationals, see [ 111. 

In fact, we shall work in the more general context of “rings up to homotopy”, or, 

in Biikstedts formulation, ,fimc.tor.s nYtk smd products (FSPs). For L any FSP, one 

can define the algebraic K-theory K(L), cf. [6, 5.41. This construction generalizes both 

Quillens K-theory for discrete rings, and Waldhausens A-theory of spaces. (In the latter 

case A(X) is obtained from the FSP associated with the monoid of Moore loops on 

X.) Similarly. the topological Hochschild homology is defined for every FSP L. We 

also have a notion of group rings in the context of FSP’s, and as in the linear case 

we have restriction maps and a diagram like 0.1 with R replaced by L. 

The main problem in analyzing the THH-restriction map comes from the fact 

that there is no trace map tr: THH(A4,!L) 4 THH(L) inducing Morita equivalence. The 

standard proof of Morita equivalence (by an argument originally due to 

Waldhausen [ 18, Section 61) consists in producing a new space which maps to both 

THH(M,,L) and THH(L) by equivalences. However, the lack of an explicit map is 

inconvenient (to say at least) for calculational purposes. We shall remedy this by con- 

structing a new model THH+(L) of topological Hochschild homology, together with 

an explicit trace map equivalence 

tr : THH+(M,L) + THH+(L). 

This map is formally very similar to the trace inducing Morita equivalence in ordinary 

Hochschild homology, cf. [ 12, 1.2.11. We construct THH ‘(L) by fusing Bijkstedts 

model of THH(L) with the r+ construction of Barratt and Eccles [3]. In this way we 

get a space equivalent to THH(L), but with an enriched combinatorial structure so as 

to make the construction of the trace map possible. 

In formulating the results on the restriction map for general FSPs, it is convenient to 

work in the stable category of spectra. (In this paper a spectrum E is simply a sequence 

of spaces E,, together with maps S’ A E, + E ,,, 1 ). In fact, THH(L) and THH’(L) are 

the spaces in degree zero of spectra we denote by TH(L) and TH+(L), respectively, 

and all the maps in 0.1 are maps of spectra. Recall (e.g. from [2]) that to any spec- 

trum E there is an associated homology theory denoted E*. The general procedure for 

constructing the transfer in E*-theory of an n-sheeted covering X 4 A consists in first 

producing a transfer map of suspension spectra 

trf : Cm(A k ) + C”(X+ ) 

(this is described in detail in [ 1, Section 5]), and then smash this map with the spectrum 

E. On homotopy groups there results a map E*(A) + E*(X). 



Returning to the restriction map, we prove in Propostion 4.3 the existens of a com- 

mutative diagram of spectra: 

TH+(UGl) 
R‘SS 

+ TH+(UKl) 

v TH(L) A Z==(BCG(OI)+) 
Vld A i?ii* 

Av TH(L) A P(B&(A)+), 

WE(G) iE(K) 

with the vertical maps being equivalences. In this diagram 

-- i 
Res,,,: ZX(BCc;(to), )- I”(BCn-(i),_) 

is defined using the Barratt-Eccles model of the suspension spectrum, cf. (4.5). The 

general result then reads as follows. 

We prove this in Proposition 6.2. In fact, Theorem A follows from Theorem B, since 

in the special case where L is a discrete ring R, TH(R) is a generalized Eilenberg- 

MacLane spectrum. Therefore TH(R)*-theory reduces to ordinary homology with co- 

efficients in the homotopy groups of TH(R). 

For simplicity we work non-equivariantly in this paper, but in fact the maps involved 

are all cyclic maps. Therefore, the ideas presented here can also be used to study the 

restriction map on the fixed-points corresponding to the action of a finite cyclic group, 

and in this way we get information on the restriction map in TC. This program will 

be carried out in [ 161. 

Finally, a short comment on notation. We have chosen the term restriction tmzp 

for the “wrong way” map in topological Hochschild homologjr. The natural map 

TH(L[K]) + TH(L[G]) induced from the inclusion K 2 G should then be called the in- 

duction mup. This terminology is in accordance with the usual definitions in 

K-theory and group homology, but it dialers from that of [ 131. Thus, the “induction 

map” appearing in [ 13, 5. I .14] corresponds to our restriction map. 

1. Pointed monoids and traces 

In this paper we shall work in the category of pointed simplicial sets Simp,. This 

seems to be the most natural choice, since the mathematics involved will generally 



be of a combinatorial nature. However, the constructions are all very natural, and if 

the reader prefers to do so he can interpret everything in terms of topological spaces. 

In fact, we shall allow ourselves to use topological language such as spaces and sub- 

spaces even though we work simplicially. We say that a map ,f‘:X + Y of simplicial 

sets is a homotopy equivalence if this is the case for the topological realization, and 

similarly for homology. 

As motivation for the construction of THH ’ in the next section, let us first see how 

to define the trace of a matrix with entries in a pointed monoid, assuming that at most 

one entry in each column is different from the basepoint. 

Definition 1.1. A pointed monoid (I7,1, *) is a pointed set I7 with a pointed associa- 

tive multiplication ,D : I7 A I7 - I7 and a two-sided unit 1 E l7. 

Example 1.2. (I ) If M is an ordinary monoid one gets a pointed monoid Mk by 

adding a disjoint basepoint. 

(2) Let R be a ring. Then by forgetting the additive structure R becomes a pointed 

monoid with basepoint 0. 

Given a pointed monoid [I, we construct the cyclic nerve N:(n) in analogy with 

the construction of the Hochschild complex, with smash substituted for tensor products. 

(For the general theory of cyclic sets. see eg. [l2, Ch. 71.) 

N;;(fl)=fl^‘l+‘,, 

d,.:N~~(n)lN~,~,,(n), O<r<i, 

cl,(.X,j, . ,x, ) = (. . ) p(x I#,. Y,+, ). .), 0 I 1’ < i ~ I, 

4 (-ro ,...,. x-I)=(p(.xi,.YO) ,..., X,-l), 

.~I,:N~(n)-N~,,,~,,(~), O<v<i. 

S1(X(), . ,x, ) = (xg, . ,x1., 1 ,s,. ,. , 1. ..,. Xi), 

t,:Nx(n)+Nz,(l7), 

(1.1) 

t,(.q ,...,, Y,)=(.Y;,.q~ . . . .._ l&l). 

Let M,,(n) denote the multiplicative monoid of II x n matrices with entries in l7, 

such that each column has at most one entry different from the basepoint, or in other 

words 

A4,,( n) = Map,([n], [n] A n), [n] = (0,. ,I?}. 

This is again a pointed monoid and we may thus consider Nz(M,,(fl)). We want to 

define trace maps in this situation, analogous to the linear case of Hochschild homology, 

where we have a trace map 

tr : Z(M,,(R)) --Z(R), 

tr(A” Xl @lA’) = C oj,ifl c? f:< uI,_ ,,,,, A’ = (a:‘,). (1.2) 
,i, /, 



Here Z(R) denotes the Hochschild complex associated with the ring R, i.e. Z,(R) = 

R@ci+‘) with the usual cyclic structure maps, cf. (1.1). In the case of a pointed monoid 

n we shall define 

tr : Ny(Mn(17)) ---f r’(NT(L7)). (1.3) 

where r+ is the BarratttEccles functor (which for connected X gives a simplicial 

model for CPCX(X)). 

We first explain tr in simplicial degree zero. Given (a;,) E M,(U) we consider the 

string of elements 

where I <j(l)< . <.j(m) 5 n and a,(,)j(,v) # *. 

In simplicial degree one, we have ((a$), (~7,‘~)) E M,,(U) A Mn(U). In view of (1.2) 

it is natural to consider the set 

s = @,9,,,? & ) E n A I1 : u;;,,, # *, Ujui, # *}. 

To each jo there is at most one ,jl with (u~,‘~,~,u,‘,,,, )E S and similarly for each jl at 

most one j0 with (c$,,,, ~:~,j, ) E S. By using either the natural ordering of the ,jo’s or 

the ,ji’s we thus get two different ways of ordering the elements in S, and we must 

take both orderings into account in order to get a cyclic map. To do this we proceed 

as follows. First, we choose an arbitrary ordering of the elements in S: 

~={(u~(,)~“(,)~~:I,(,).,,(I))....~(uO I 

lI(~lr)io(nr).‘z,u(nl)i,(/lr) 11. 

Let C, be the group of permutations of the set m = { 1,. , m}, and let ‘~0, U(I E C,, be 

determined by the order of the ~j~~(.~)‘s and .jl (s)‘s, respectively, 

jo(MU’(l))< ... <,jO(xc;‘(nz)h j,(r,‘( 1)) < ” <j,(q’(m)). 

C, acts from the right on each coordinate in Cz, and from the right on (II A II)“’ by 

permuting the coordinates. We then define 

I 
tr((a;),(ai)) = [(XO~~I )~(u~,,~),,,(I)~~,,,(I,~,~I) ), . ) (a” ,,~nl~;“~nr~‘a:,~~rnU,~m~)l 

E c;, x 2‘,,, (I7 A II )‘I1 

One can check that this is independent of the ordering of S. 

Let us now recall the definition of the functor F+ due to Barratt and Eccles [3]. 

We let n={l,..., n} and write I N(m, n) for the set of all strictly increasing maps from 

m to n. For CJ E C, and cx E, /‘/(m, n) the composite (TN is not necessarily strictly increas- 

ing, but there is a unique morphism a*(a) E !t(m. n) such that o*(x)(m) = w(m) C n. 

Definition 1.3. For c( E N(m, n) define the restriction map CX* : C,, + C,, by commuta- 

tivity of the diagram: 
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I 

m-n 

It is easy to see that (rp)* = p*r* for x E , N(m,n) and /I E I l/(l.m). 

Definition 1.4. For a based simplicial set X there is a right action of C,, on X” given by 

(XI,. . ,xn )a = (X,( I )> ,&(,) 1. 

In the same manner a morphism x E :d/(m, n) induces a map CI* :A’” --tX” by letting 

‘x*(.x, ,~..,~,1)=(~z(I),...,.~1(,,I)). 

Given x EX” we say that r is enfirr for x if x* only misses the basepoint, i.e. i $ x(m) 

implies x, = *. 

Let E be the functor from sets to cyclic sets given by 

EX: [i]++Map([i],X)=X”‘, 

for any set X. Explicitly, we have the simplicial structure maps 

cJ,&Y”,. .,x;) = (. ,ir,. .), 

S,(X{j ,..., x,)=( . ..) x \,). Y \‘,...) 

and the cyclic operators 

6 (x0 ) . . . ,x;) = (_x,,.qJ, . . . ,xj- 1 ). 

(1.4) 

This is a contractible simplicial set for all X. In particular, E applies to a discrete 

group G and gives a space EG with a free right G-action defined by component wise 

multiplication. Notice also that the restriction map (Definition 1.3) extends to a cyclic 

map x* : EC,, + EC,,, using the functoriality of E. 

For X a pointed simplicial set we have the bisimplicial set 

#(X) = u EZ,,, x X”‘, (1.5) 

where X” denotes the diagonal simplicial set in the multisimplicial Cartesian product 

of X with itself m times. Consider the following relations on q/(X): 

(a) (c,x) - (crr,xrr) for c t EC,,, x,X”’ and c t Z,,, 

(b) (c, x) - (x*c, c(*x) for c t EC,,,, x E X”’ and M E I H(m, n) entire for x. 



Definition 1.5 (Bcwrutt mti Edcs [3]). The bisimplicial set r+(X) has (i,i) sim- 

plices 

<‘Xi= u E,C,, XX;/-, 

nz>o 

where - is the equivalence relation generated by (a) and (b). 

The elements in r+(X) are denoted [c; x] for c l Z:,:’ and x E XT. In the following, 

we shall often consider T+(X) as a simplicial set by restricting to the diagonal. 

Proof. For a cyclic set X we give EC,, XX”, the obvious structure of a bicyclic set. 

This structure is compatible with (a) and (b) in Definition 1.5, and by restriction to 

the diagonal we thus get an endofunctor f+ on the category of cyclic sets. 0 

We are now ready to define the trace map ( I .3). Assume that we are given an 

element (A0 ,...,A’)EN;(A~,(I~)). Let 

s={(.jo,...,j,)En’+’ :uj .,,, #* ,..., (I;, ,,,, #*I 

and assume that S has cardinality m. We choose an ordering of S, that is a bijective 

map p = (/IO,. . , p,) : m 4 5’. The maps II,, are all injective, and for v = 0,. , i we let 

cc,:’ E C,, be the ordering of m induced from the inclusion in n by pv: 

/I,.&?(l)) < “’ < [)&?(112)). 

Then, we define 

tr(A”,...,A’)=[a;a(l),...,a(nz)]EI;’(N~(II)), (1.6) 

where a = (a~,.. ,8x;) and a(\t)=(u~‘, ,,,. ~,,rl~i’~~. . .,~fi,,_,~r~,,,~~~). 

The crucial observation is that &(A”, ,A’) is independent of the ordering of S, 

and given this it is easy to prove the following. 

Proposition 1.7. Tlw trace muo 

tr:Nk’(M,,(fl))--t r’(Ni’(n)) 

is u rnup qf’ cyclic sets. 

There are inclusions M,(H) 4 M,, , 1 (n) obtained by adding a (n + 1)‘s row and 

column consisting of basepoints alone. The trace is compatible with these inclusions, 

and we get an induced map 

where M,(n) = lim M,,( fI). - 
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2. The topological Hochschild spectrum 

We first recall the definition of THH as given by Marcel Bokstedt. For further details 

see [5] or [ 131. As in the original paper by Biikstedt we shall work in the simplicial 

category. Thus, a jirnctor ivith .smA product (an FSP) L is a functor from the 

category of pointed simplicial sets to itself together with natural transformations 

1 :A’ -L(X) the unit, 

~1: L(X) A L( Y ) + L(X A Y) the multiplication. 
(2.1) 

These are supposed to satisfy the obvious associativity and unital conditions and to be 

compatible with the stabilization map 

cr,y,:XAL(Y)-L(XAY). 

Furthermore, we shall always assume an FSP to be connected, in the sense that there 

exists a constant c such that the maps 

s’ A L(S”) + L(S”+’ ) 

are (2n ~ c)-connected. 

Example 2.1. Let G be a discrete group. The group FSP G is given on objects by 

G(X) = X A G, and has structure maps 

1 :X+XAG,, l(x) = (X, I ). 

id A m 
~l:XAG,AYAG,iX~YA(GxG), -XAYAG,, 

where m is multiplication in G. 

Example 2.2. The matrix FSP M,, has M,,(X) = Map,([n], [n] AX) where [n] = 

{ 0,. . , n} is given the basepoint 0. 

1 :X4M,(X), l(X)(S) = (s,x), 

,1:M,,(X)A~,(Y)iM,,(XA Y), 

p(.f’, q) : [n] 3 [n] A Y 
f A id 

----i[nlAXA Y. .f’EM,,(X), .(/EM,(Y). 

Lemma 2.3. Gium FSP’s Ll und L2 thr conzpositr LI L2 IINS structurr rnups 

1 :x LL(X) 2 L,L*(X), 

Thus given any FSP L we may form new FSPs such as M,,L and L[G] = EL. 



Let .f be the category with objects the finite sets n = { 1,. . , n} and morphisms the 

injective maps, and consider the functors G, [L, m] : 9’ ” 4 Simp, with 

Gi[L,m](no,. , n;) = Map,(S”” A A S”‘. L(S”“) A . . A L(S”‘) A S”). 

Here Map,.-, -) is the simplicial mapping space, given on simplicial sets X and Y 

by sin.Map,(lX],IYl). We let 

THH;(L, m) = ho,col,im G,[L, m], 

and make this the i-simplices in a cyclic space THH(L,m) with face and degeneracy 

maps induced by the multiplication and unit in f. as in (I .l). 

Definition 2.4. The topological Hochschild spectrum TH(L) is the simplicial spectrum 

given in degree m as THH(L,nz) and with spectrum maps induced by the obvious maps 

G;[L,m]/U’+G;[L,m+ 11. 

We shall often need the following approximation lemma due to Biikstedt. 

Lemma 2.5 (Biikstedt [5, 1.51 and Madsen [13, 2.3.71). Lrt L he LI connected FSP. 

Giwn k 2 0 there e.vist.r n > 0 .sdr thut 

G;[L,m](n ,..., n)+THH,(L,m) 

is a k-equivultwr. 

Remark 2.6. For the purpose of this paper it suffices to use a naive notion of a spec- 

trum. Thus for us a spectrum E is simply a sequence of pointed simplicial sets E,,, 

together with simplicial maps E,,, AS’ 4 E,,,,_r A map of spectra ,f’ : E --f F is a se- 

quence of maps ,fm : E,, + F,,, which commutes with the structure maps. The homotopy 

groups are defined as z,(E) = lim 71,&m (E,,,) and ,/’ is called a stable weak equivalence 

if the induced maps ,f : n;(E) Ix,(F) are isomorphisms. 

To construct the new model TH ’ (L) we first consider the following modification of 

the functor G;[L, m]: 

Gli [L,m](no,. , ni) = Map,(S”” A A S”‘, I;+(L(Sno) A . A L(P) AS”)). 

We then define THHF(L, m) = hocolim /, I G,+ [f., m] and make this into a simplicial 

space as before, but now taking the simplicial structure of r+ into account. The ap- 

proximation Lemma 2.5 still holds. 

Lemma 2.7. Let L br u connrctcd FSP. Giwn k > 0 there exists n > 0 such that 

G,+[L,m](n ,..., n)--tTHHT(L,/?r) 

is u k-equiuulence. 



Definition 2.8. We let TH’ (L) be the simplicial spectrum given in degree uz as 

THH+(L,nz) and with spectrum maps induced by the obvious maps 

C,+[L,Nz]AS’ +G,+[L,m+ I]. 

is a simplicial set then I;+(X) is a simplicial set Note that when i is fixed and X 

and there is an inclusion 

x-r;+(x), XH[(l,,..., 1 I ); xl. 

Lemma 2.9 (Barratt and Eccles 13, Section 61). A.v.rurnr tht X is (n - 1 )-connrc~tc~d 
fbr n > I. Tim the imhion X + C’X is (2n - 1 )-connrcted 

Lemma 2.10. T/we is u nutur.ul quircrimw TH(L) * TH+(L). 

Proof. The map in question is induced by the inclusion 

L(P) A ” A L(P) AS”’ 4 I;f(.L(P’) A . . A L(P) AS”‘). 

It follows from the approximation Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 and Lemma 2.9 that this gives 

a homotopy equivalence THH,(L, m) 4 THH: (L.nr). The result now follows from the 

realization lemma for bisimplicial sets. 0 

3. Morita equivalence 

In this section we construct the trace map tr : TH(M,,L) 4 TH ‘I. To show that it 

is an equivalence. we introduce an intermediate functor #T that fits in a commutative 

diagram 

TH(M,,(L)) L TH+(L) 

W K,(L)) L TH( L). 

and we shall prove that the vertical maps and the lower horizontal map are equiva- 

lences 

Definition 3.1. Let & be the functor on based spaces with F?(X) = [n] AX A [n] and 

multiplication 

P((.TI >x, tl ), (.?2, y, tz)) = 

(s, ,x, y, tz), tl =sz # 0, 

* otherwise. 



We note that ,U is associative, and call K, a pm-FSP. We may form G,[W, m] as in 

the case of a FSP and define 

THH,( IV, m) = hocolim G,[ IV, nl] 
f’ ’ 

Since W, has no unit there is no degeneracy maps, but we can still make [i] M 

THHi( W,m) into a pre-simplicial space, i.e. a simplicial set without degeneracy oper- 

ators. We thus get a pre-simplicial spectrum TH( Cc,), or more generally TH( I#$ L) for 

any FSP L. 

If we think of M,,(X) as matrices with at most one entry different from zero in each 

column, then W&Y) corresponds to matrices with at most one entry different from 

zero. There is an inclusion i: Rz(:,(x) + M,(X). 

i((.s,x, t)) : [n] + [n] AX, i((.s.x,t))(U= 
(s, x), t = ll # 0, 

* otherwise. 

Lemma 3.2. Let L he uny FSP. TIwn i: &, + IV,,, in&u3 un epivulence 

i : TH( W,L) + TH(M,,L). 

Proof. As spaces 

lq,(X)= (ox and M,,(X) = fi c X, 
/=I \--I t-1 ,KI 

and i is just the inclusion. Since i is (2m ~ 1 )-connected when X is (m ~ 1 )-connected 

the lemma follows from the approximation Lemma 2.5. 0 

There is a trace map 

tr: W,(Xo)A...A ql(X,)+X~jA...AX,, 

(_q ,..., xi), if to-,sl,..., t;=so, allf0, (3.1) 

tr((so,xo,t0),...,(.~,,x;,t,))= 

* otherwise. 

This map induces a natural transformation tr : G,[ Ifl, L, m] + Gi[L, m] and it is easy to 

see that there is an induced map of spectra 

tr:TH(&,L)+TH(L). 

As in the linear case there also is a map in the other direction 

Definition 3.3. inc : 1~ l4(, is the map of pre-FSP’s given by 

inc :X + R,(X), inc(x) = ( 1,x, I ). 

We again get a map of spectra inc:TH(L) + TH( fi, L) and we have the following. 



Lemma 3.4. tr : TH( W, L) 4 TH( L) is un equi~wlcwcr of’ spectra it+tll hornotop~y in- 

cerw the inclusion (Dc$inition 3.3). 

Proof. It is obvious that tr o inc is the identity on THH(L, m). Thus to show that tr is 

a homotopy equivalence, it suffices to show that 11 inc o tr/( is a homotopy equivalence 

on /~THH( w, L,m)ll. (We use 11 - 11 to mean the realization of a pre-simplicial space, 

cf. [17, Appendix].) Since THH( W,L,m) is simply connected when m > 2 it is enough 

to show that Ilinco tr// induces an isomorphism on homology. For this purpose we can 

adapt the pre-simplicial homotopy from the linear case [12, 1.2.41 to the topological 

setting. Define natural transformations 

h,. : M/;,L(Xo) A A &,L(x,) 

i lylL(X,)A ‘.’ A fl,L(X,.)A l4$L(S”)A “. r\Jf&L(x,). 0 L \‘I i, 

h,J(so,-q,,to),. .(.P;.X,,f;)) 

{ 

((so,xo, 1) ,..., (I,x,,.l),(l,lL(~),t,,),(.s, / I..Y,+I.t,,+l) . . . . . (.Y,,X;,f,)), 
= if to = .FI, . . , t,.-1 = s,., all # 0. 

* otherwise. 

Here 24 E 5’” is the element different from the basepoint. 

As in the construction of the degeneracy maps in THH we get induced maps 

h,. : THH,( W,L,nz) + THH;,, (&:,L,m) by using the functorial properties of hocolim. 

It is now elementary though tedious to check that this is a pre-simplicial homotopy (in 

the sense of [ 12, 1 .O.S]) from id to inc o tr. 

To finish the proof, we recall that the homology of JITHH( M$,L. m)Jl can be cal- 

culated using the chain complex (&THH( H$L. m), c( - I )“dv* ) associated with the 

pre-simplicial space THH( &,L,m). Then h = c(- I )‘/I,.* is a chain homotopy from 

the identity to inc* o tr*. 0 

We next construct a natural transformation 

tr : A4,1(Xfi) A A A&(X,) + r;+(X, A AX;), (3.2) 

analogous to the trace map of cyclic nerves discussed in Section 1. Substituting L(X,) 

for X, in (3.2), this natural transformation will then induce the trace map tr :TH(M,,L)+ 

TH+(L). 

First note that as [u] =nU {*}. there is an inclusion 

izl,,(x)=Map,([nl,[nlAX)-Map(n x n,X), .f’ H (.fi, h 

If we interpret basepoints as zero elements the inclusion of the product ,~(,f’,.l/) E 

M,,(X A Y) can be written as 

A.f.Y),, =~(.f;.&;)E~/‘i y. 



We proceed as in (I .6). Given (,/‘“. . , j”) t M,()c’,,) A . A Mn(Xi), we let 

S={(~II ,..., j,)En’+’ :.I;:$, #* . . . . . . f;l_,,, # *}. 

Choose some arbitrary ordering of S, /) = (po,. . p,) : m --j S, and for v = 0,. . . , i let 

c(, E C, be determined by 

p,,(a,‘( 1)) < ‘. <,+;‘(m)). 

We then define 

tr(f‘O,. . . , ,f”) = [a; f( I ) ,..., f(n?)]EI;+(X(jA ..’ AX,), (3.3) 

where a=@09...,x;), and f(~)=(,/,~,‘,,,~,,o,~,,...,~~, ,(l.j,,,(l.j). 
We leave it for the reader to check that this ia independent of the ordering of S, 

and that tr is simplicial in X,,,. ,X’,. 

There are natural “face” maps 

d,, : M,(Xo) A . A Mn(Xi) 4 M,,(X,,)A “. Ahf&Y,.AX,,I)A .‘. r\Mn(X;), 

df:r;+(X,,A ... A.Y,)4;!, (/&A “’ A(X,.AX,,+,)A ..’ AX) 

for ~=o,...,i- I, and 

Similarly, we have “degeneracies”, 

and “cyclic” operators 

Lemma 3.5. The trace mup (3.2) .suti$c.s d;! o tr = trod,., s: o tr = tr o s,, ant/ t+ o tr = 

tr 0 t, .fi)r v = 0,. . , i. 

Theorem 3.6. The nuturul trclr?,~fi)rlnution tr ~fiorll (3.2) induces u cyclic mup 

tr : THH(MJ, m) + THH+(L, rn). 

tr:TH(M,L)dTH’(L). 



Proof. From Lemma 3.5, it follows easily that tr is a cyclic map. To see that it is 

a homotopy equivalence note that we have a commutative diagram of pre-simplicial 

spaces 

tr 
THH(M,(L),nz) A THH+(L, m) 

;_ T 
THH( W,(L), m) 5 THH(L, m). 

From Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 and 2.10 we know that the other three arrows induces a ho- 

motopy equivalence after pre-simplicial realization. Therefore, the same holds for the 

trace map. By [ 17, Appendix] the quotient map 

is a homotopy equivalence when X is a good simplicial space. In our case the simplicial 

spaces comes as realizations of pre-simplicial sets, and since all simplicial spaces arising 

in this way are good, the result follows. 0 

Remark 3.7. We can use the monadic structure of rt 

p::+r+(X)~r+(X), [3, 3.51 

to obtain a trace map equivalence THH+(M,L) ---* THH+(L). This is nice from a formal 

point of view, but of no importance for the calculations we are after. 

4. The restriction map in TH+ 

Let G be a discrete group, K 2 G a subgroup with finite index in G and choose 

a set of representatives for the left cosets 

G/K={y,K ,..., ynK}. (4.1) 

There is a left action of G on G/K and a group element 0 E G gives rise to two 

functions 

j(g): [HI 4 [fll, and rT : [n] + K, 

by the requirement that 0:1, = ;‘iCO,(,j~(s). 

Definition 4.1. i’ : 5 4 M,,k is the map of FSP’s defined by 

i;+, a) : [n] + [n] AX A K,, s H (j(o)(s),x, c?(s)). 

(4.2) 

By composing with Morita equivalence we get the restriction map 

Res : TH(L[G]) + TH(b$,(L[K])) + TH+(L[K]). (4.3 1 



I next have to discuss smash products of spectra. Since we are working in a “naive” 

category of (pre)spectra, we shall also use an ad hoc construction of the smash product, 

cf. [2, Section 41. First define two functions x,/j : N + N as follows: 

r(n)=({xE RJ:x$$2NJ; ,U</?}l, 

p(n)=I{Xt~:Xt2~; x < /?}I. 

Notice that a(n) + P(n) = n for all 12. For spectra E and F we then define the smash 

product E A F as having (E A F),, = E,(,,, A F/jc,,). and structure maps 

E rcn,“F/j,,,,AS’ +E,(,,)AF/Q,+I =E,(,,,I)AF/~(,,+I) for nE2iV 

&c,,, A F/C,,) AS’ i KC,,, AS’ A Q(,,) - KC,,, / I A F/qn, = &(,,+I) A &,+I ) 

For a simplicial set X let Ix(X) denote the suspension spectrum of X, that is 

C-(X),, =X AS’?. Also define r~+2?(X) to be the spectrum with PC”(X),, = Ti 

(X AS”) and with the obvious structure maps. Notice that by Lemma 2.9 there is 

a stable equivalence Cl;(X) 4 I’+JY(X). 

Proof. We concentrate on the second equivalence since the proof of the first is similar. 

In degree r(n) + P(n) the equivalence is induced by the composite map 

Map,(P A . r\S”f,L(S”‘)) A AL(P) A.S”(“))A q+(N’,Y,(K+ )/\d’(“)) 

~Map,(S”” A ... ~P.L(S”“)A ... r\L(S”i)r\S1’“‘r\~t(N~~,(K+)~S’~’”’)) 

i Map,(S”” A .. AS”‘. l;‘(L(S”“)A .. AL(S~‘)~N~~(K+)AS’(“)“~(“))), 

Here we permute the coordinates in S’(“)+“(“) so as to get a map of spectra. 

Now the first map is (2~(n)+/~(rr)-- 1 )-connected and the second is (x(n)+2j(n)- I )- 

connected, and so the composite map is approximately (x(n) + 2/1(n) - I)-connected. 

By the approximation Lemma 2.7 this also holds for the induced map 

THHi(L,E(/T))A c’(Ny;(K, ) AS”‘“‘) * THH,t(L[K],r(n) $- p(n)). 

By the realization lemma for simplicial spaces [ 18, 2.1.11 we thus get a map of spectra 

TH(L) A r+C”(N”,Y(K+)) i TH+(L[K]) 

which in degree x(n) + p(n) is approximately (r(n) + 2P(n) - 1 )-connected. It is 

therefore a stable equivalence. 0 



Now consider G, as a pointed monoid in the sense of Section I. Using the trace 

map (1.6). we get a map of pointed monoids, similar to the restriction map (4.3): 

--~ 
Res : N:( G+ ) 2 NT(M,,(K+)) L+ T+(N~(K+)). 

For future reference we give an explicit formula for this map. Given c = (cJ~.. . . , CT;) 

in G’+’ (simplicial de gree i) we introduce the notation 

(4.4) 

Let S= {,s~n:,j(o[O,i])(.s)=s} and define [I E .//(m,n) by the condition that l)(m)= 

S C n. We have the restriction map ij* from 1.6 and we let x, =/,*(j(o[~,+I,i]))~z‘,,, 

for I’ = 0,. , i. Then 

R;s(o)=[(ro . . . . . r,);(y ,,..., y,Jc:I;+(N’;1,(K, )). (4.5) 

where 

The stabilization of l& is a map of spectra CX(NF(G+)) - T’JY’(NF(K+ )), which - 
we also denote by Res. Explicitly this is given in degree 17 as 

l&N~(G+ )r\S” -l-+(N~(K+))AS”~~+(N~(K, )A.‘?“), 

and it is easy to check the following. 

‘MUG1 1 
Res 

’ TH+(-Wl) 

N N 

TH(L)A .Z”)(N;‘(G+)) - 
i 

ad A Rrs 
p TH(L) A I-+C03(NT(K+)) 

5. Simplicial transfers 

To each n-sheeted covering p: E + B of topological spaces them is a stable transfer 

trf:Ir(B+)d ZX(E+), see [l]. Indeed. consider the associated C,I-principal bundle 

P(E) = { (.YI . .x,, ) E E” : p(x, ) = p(x, ), x, #.I-, for s # t }. 

There is a C,, cquivariant map into the universal Z,,-bundle P(E) --f EL,,. uniquely 

determined up to equivariant homotopy. The inclusion P(E) - E” is also C,, equivariant, 



so we have the equivariant map P(E) --j EC,, x E”. Since P(E)/z,, = B we may consider 

the composite 

B = P(E)/& + EZ, x 2‘,, E” + EC,, x ‘,, Q( E+ )” 2 Q(E+). 

Here we have taken as a model for Ex,, the space of IZ little cubes C,(n), and 0 is 

the operad action of ‘6, on Q(E, ) = lim Q”C”(E + ) (for the definition of operads see 

[14]). The transfer is then the adjoint zthe above map. 

We shall need a simplicial analoguc of this. Given a map of simplicial sets p :X + A 

and an element a E A,, we may form the pullback: 

a*x-X 

1 ! I’ 

A[m] >.A, 

where a: d[m] + A is the characteristic simplicial map with 27(lm) = a. 

Definition 5.1 (Lamotkr [IO]). Let Z be a discrete set. The map p is called a simpli- 

cial covering with fiber Z if for every a E A there is a simplicial isomorphism ri such 

that the diagram 

commutes. If (Zl = n then 77 is called an /z-sheeted covering. 

For example, if a discrete group G acts freely on a simplicial set X and K & G is 

a subgroup with ]G/K] = n, then the quotient map X/K +X/G is an n-sheeted covering. 

A principal G bundle is a covering of the form X +X/G. 

To an n-sheeted covering p :X + A there is an associated principal C,, bundle 

P(X) 4 A, constructed degree-wise: 

P(X),,={(xl,..., x,, ) E X,:: : p(.u., ) = p(x, ), and x, # X, for s # t}. 

It is easy to check that P(X) C X” is a simplicial subset, and that Z,, acts freely on 

P(X) with quotient P(X)/C,, g A. 

Recall from I .8 the functor E from sets to simplicial sets. For 77 a discrete group 

this induces a functor from 77-sets to simplicial Ilr-sets by introducing the diagonal 



action on E,X =X1+‘. Let Da be the functor from simplicial n-sets to II-sets, which 

projects on simplicial degree zero. 

Lemma 5.2. E is right udjoint to Do in tlzr .wn.se thut there is u nuturul h@ction of 

l1m1 .sct.s 

I7-Sets(&, Y ) Z IIl-Simp(X, E Y) 

Proof. Given a I1 map ,f;, :X0 i Y we get the unique extension to a simplicial I7 map 

,f; :X, + E, Y by letting 

.fI(-~)=(.fO,~(O),“.,.f;).Y(i)), (5.1) 

where .rEX,, and S: d[i] 4X. 0 

One advantage of the simplicial approach to the transfer is that the classifying map 

into EZ,, becomes very explicit. Given a C,, principal bundle P, a choice of represen- 

tatives {I.;} for the C,, orbits of PO gives a C,, equivariant map 

i() : P” = LI l.,I, - c,,, j,o( z’,o) = 0. 

which by Lemma 5.2 then has a unique extension to a C,, equivariant simplicial map 

i, : P - EC,,. Furthermore, two different choices of representatives give homotopic maps. 

Indeed, we obtain an equivariant simplicial homotopy P x d[l] * EC, by extending the 

map already given in degree zero : PO x {(0), ( I)} i I,,. 

Returning to the principal bundle P(X) iA we thus get an equivariant map P(X) --f 

EC,,. which is well-defined up to equivariant simplicial homotopy. Of course the in- 

clusion P(X) 4 X” is also Z,, equivariant, and so we may form the composite 

A = P(X),!C,, i EC, x1,! X” 4 EG,, x2,, (X,)” * I-+(X+). 

The last map is simply induced from the inclusion 

EC,, x (X_ )” i LI EX,,, x (XL)“‘. 
,I,>0 

(5.2) 

Definition 5.3. The stable transfer 

trf : CX(A+ ) + T’C”(X, ). 

is the stabilization of (5.2). Explicitly, we have in degree nz: 

trf:A+AS”‘ir’(X,)AS”‘ir+(X+AS”‘). 

It follows from the above discussion that the transfer (Definition 5.3) only depends 

on an ordering of each fiber of the map in simplicial degree zero X0 TAO, and transfers 

corresponding to different orderings are related by a simplicial homotopy. 



Remark 5.4. Since T+(Z) is only a model for Q(Z) when Z is connected, we should 

really map to the group completion I‘(Z), [3, Section 41. However, since f+(Z) + T(Z) 

is a homotopy equivalence when Z is connected the corresponding maps of spectra 

becomes equivalent. As in Remark 3.7 we could use the monadic structure of r t 

to get a transfer f+C”(A I ) -+ I ‘+%n(X+), but again this is not important for our 

purposes. 

We shall later need to know how the transfer behaves with respect to disjoint unions 

of coverings. First assume that we have an n-sheeted covering 

that comes as the disjoint union of /z-sheeted coverings pt and pl. Then the transfer 

applies to give a commutative diagmm of spectra: 

(5.3) 

Cm@+) 
trf 

) r’cyx,). 

(Of course, we have to make coherent choices.) 

Next assume that p; :X, + A are coverings for i = 1,2, and let 

be the corresponding (n, + Q)-sheeted covering. The transfer applies to give a com- 

mutative diagram of spectra 

Finally, let 

B-A 

(5.4) 

be a pullback diagram of n-sheeted coverings. There results a commutative diagram of 

spectra: 
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(5.5) 

Lemma 5.4. Let p :X + A hc u simpliciul n-sheeted coaeriny. Then the rrukution 

IpI : /XI + IAl i.s u topological covering, and the usual tramftir Cm( 1X1+) + C”(lAl+) 

is ryuiuaknt to thr realixtion of the dove sinylickd trunsfkr. 

Proof. For the fact that lPJ : IX/ + IAl 1s a covering see e.g. [ 10, Ch. 31. To compare 

the two definition of the transfer we shall use the theory of operads as developed in 

[ 141. First, Ti can be interpreted as the monad corresponding to the operad consisting 

of the spaces IEC,J, see [14, 15.11. There is an action of IEC,/ on ir+(X+)l =r+(JX+)) 

and it is easy to see that the composite 

IAl “P(/Xl)/L- IW,/ XL,, r+(lXl / I”--+(1x1+) 

is precisely the realization of (5.2). Let C, be the monad corresponding to the little 

cubes operad (6%. Then the usual transfer is the adjoint to the map 

IAl 2 P(/Xl)/Z,, + X,(n) XX,, l?il” 

+ U,(n) x2‘,, G(lXl+)” 

+ Cx(lN+) $ Q(Ixl+). 

To compare the two transfers we form the product of these two operads and consider 

the corresponding monads C, x T+, [l4, 3.81. Then we get a commutative diagram 

(gcdn) x lJ%l) xzn (Cm x r+)(Ix 

By [14, Proposition A.21 the vertical maps are weak homotopy equivalences and the 

lemma follows. 0 
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The next example relates our simplicial transfer with the usual transfer in singular 

homology. It also illustrates a recurrent theme in this paper: in m non-cornmututiw 

contest thr right comhinutoriul .mhstitute ,fbr szmmk~n is linrur orderiny. 

Example 5.5. Let p :X + A be an /r-sheeted covering of topological spaces, and con- 

sider the induced n-sheeted simplicial covering sinX + sin A. The construction of the 

transfer requires an ordering of each fiber in the map of sets sin0 X 4 sin” A, and the 

outcome is a map 

trf : r’(sin A+) ---f Tt (sin X, ). 

(Here we use the monadic structure of Tt .) On the other hand, we have the usual 

transfer in singular homology. This is represented by a simplicial map 

trf : Z(sin A) + Z(sin X), 

obtained by lifting singular chains in A to singular chains 

These two transfers are related by the commutative diagram 

trf 
F(sinA+)----i f ‘+(sinX, ) 

in X, cf. [ 1, Section 51. 

Z(sinA) 
trf 

- Z(sinX ). 

where the vertical maps are the Hurewicz homomorphisms, induced from the projection 

EZ,, x sin X” + sinX” --) Z( sin X). 

Let us now consider the n-sheeted covering ,u : X/K 4 X/G, where G is a discrete 

group that acts freely on X, and KC G is a subgroup of index n. The classifying 

map P(X/K) 4 EC, is constructed after choice of representatives for each C,, orbit in 

Po(X/K), or what amounts to the same, choice of a specific ordering of each fiber of 

the projection X0/K 4X(,/G. This amounts to 

(i) Choice of coset representatives for G/K (as in (4. I )). 

(ii) Choice of a point r(xG) E .wG, i.e. of a map r :X0 --X0, constant on G orbits. 

These data determine an ordering of the fiber over XC EX~/G, namely 

p-‘(XC) = {Y(X)?, K,. . . ,~.(x)y,,K}. 

The choice in (ii) gives a map q : Xc1 ---f G by letting 

r(x)q(x) =x, x E x0. (5.6) 

In degree zero & : PO + C,, then has &(x111 K, . . ,x;l,, K) =jq(x), for x E X0, where jq(x) 

is given by the G action on G/K, cf. 4.2. Now it follows from (5.1) that the transfer 
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trf :X/G + f+(X/K+) is explicitly given by 

trf(xG) = [(jqX(O), . . ,jqX(i)); (x71 K,. . ,r;,zK)], x E X,. (5.7) 

6. Calculation of the restriction map in terms of transfers 

As in Section 4 consider an index n subgroup K C G. In this section we prove The- 

orems A and B from the introduction by comparing the combinatorial descriptions of 

the restriction and transfer maps given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The proof is 

in two steps. Firstly, we reduce the problem to the study of the transfer corresponding 

to the covering EG XK Gad + EG XG Gad, where G acts on Gad = G by conjugation. 

Secondly, we decompose EG xo Gad mto components and get a corresponding decom- 

position of the transfer. 

We let 

trf : EG XG Gf ---t T+(EG XK G:!) 

be the (simphcial) transfer of the covering EG XK Gad + EG xo Gad. Our choice of 

coset representatives G/K = {yl K, . . . , y,,K} determines a K equivariant map 

.fo:~r JJ,K+K, fo(glk)=k 

and by Lemma 5.2 a K-equivariant simplicial map 

f :EG+EK, f(ao ,..., ai)=(fo(oo),...,fo(ai)). 

Combining with the projection 

i 

CJ 
G+K+, CTH 

for cr EK, 

+ otherwise, 

we get a map 

K:EG xKGtd+EK x,Ktd, 

and we want to compare the composite P(lc) o trf with the restriction map 

G = tr o i2 : NF(G+) + r+(Niy(K)+) 

from (4.5). Let 4: N”Y(G) + EG XG Gad be the simplicial isomorphism given by 

&a> = (4 I,4 42, il,. . , ali, i], 1, a[O, i])G., (6.1) 

where we use the notation (4.4). Its inverse is 

4-‘((~,z)G)=(~izoo 
-1 

-I, ooc, )...) a;_,cy’). 



Proposition 6.1. Tlw Uriu~ywH 

EG xG Gtd, 0 NCY(G)+ 

f ‘(EC xK Gad) + 

r+(L) I tr 

f+(EK xX Ktd) 
f+@-‘) 

) r+(Ncy(K)+). 

Proof. We keep the notation from the last paragraph in Section 5, and let 

r: E,,G x Gad 3 EOG x Gad. r(0&=(1,q)z0,‘). 

Then r is constant on G orbits, and the map y : EoG x Gad 4 G with q(oo,z) = 00 

satisfies ~(~o,z)q(cTo,z)=(~o,z). cf. (5.6). By (5.7) 

is given by 

trf((u,z)G) = [(.i(a0), . ,i(o, 11, XI ,. . . , hl, 

where r~ = (a~,. . . , ai) and 

x,, = (Ok;‘,,, . . , o;;~,.J,-‘zi’,& E EC xK Gad. 

Clearly, ;‘,: ‘z;‘,. E K if and only if ,j(z)( \I) = V, cf. (4.2), and 

for ,j(z)( 1’) = 11, 

otherwise. 

Using the defining relations (4.2), it follows that 

f+ $-‘(of +K) 0 trf 0 <b(o)= l(.j(a[l,i]),j(o[2,i]),.. ., I,,); (Yf,.. ..Yn>l, (6.2) 

where 

y,,= (~o(j(OC1,i])(~‘)),~1(.i(O[2,il)(\’)),...,~i(~~)) forAoP,il)(v)=v, 

+ otherwise. 

We keep o fixed and let S = {,P E n: ,j(cr[O, i])(.s) = s} with JSJ = m. Then define p E 

cfl(m,n) by the condition that /j(m) =S, and let ~1,. = p*(j(u[~ + I])) for v = 0,. . ,i. 
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It follows from (b) in Definition 1.5 that (6.2) is equal to 

[(X0> 3 % ); (Y,,( I 1,. > Yp(m )I, (6.3) 

which is exactly the formula for tr o i’. cf. (4.5). 0 

It follows from Proposition 4.3 and 6.1 that to calculate the transfer map in THH 

we just have to determine the map 

i&: C”(EG xc GTd) + r+C”(EG XK Gtd) 
r{Ph- 
F I-‘+Y(EK xK Ktd). 

Let (G) and (K) denote the conjugacy classes of K and G, respectively. The decom- 

positions 

v .F=(EG xG CO+)? F(EG xG Gtd) 

O/E(G) 

r+C”(EK XK Ktd)? n r+Z”(EK XK A+) (weak product), (6.4) 
;.E (K) 

induce a decomposition of G into maps 

I@, : C”(EG xG CO+) 4 l+C”(EK XK i+). (6.5) 

We now prove Theorem B from the introduction. 

Theorem 6.2. Let o E (G) und i E (K). 
-_ 

(i ) !f’ i. $ o then Res$ = *. 

(ii) If’ jL C (0 t/w71 jbr uny x E A. there is u commutative diugrum 

iii:, 
F(EG x<; CO+) - I?F(EK XK i,, ) 

c 1 N 

CX(BCdx)+) 
trf 

u r+zO=(BC~(xl+ 1, 

uhere the vertical mups ure equivalences, and the lower horizontul mup is the transfer 

corresponding to the inch&on of centrdizers c,(x) + c,(x). 

Proof. Let trf,,, be the transfer of the covering EG XK o + EG XG CO. By (5.3) there 

is a commutative diagram 



V T+C”(EG xh to / ) 5 f’+Z-(EC xK Gtd) 

Now (i) follows from the definition of K. To prove (ii) let o E (G) be fixed and 

consider the decomposition 

EG XK Q= fl EG XK i., 

where on the right side the union is over all K-conjugacy classes 1 in o. For 2 2 w 

choose x E 2 and consider the diagram 

(6.6) 

EG/C&) n K - EG,‘C(;(x-). 

We see that 

EGxK)~+EGx~uJ (6.7) 

is a IC~(~y)/cK(x)n Kl-sheeted covering, and we can apply (5.4) to obtain the com- 

mutative diagram 
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CW(EG xG w+) C=‘(EG XG w+) 

L 

F+P(EK XK Knw,)~ rI -L l-+F(EG XK A,). 

X(K) 
1 c w 

Thus for IL E (K) satisfying i. C o, f?e$, is the transfer associated with the covering 

(6.7) and (5.5) applied to the diagram in (6.6) gives the commutative diagram 

i% 
C”(EG xc co+) 0 I-+C”(EK XK j.,) 

! 

5 

.Z”(EG/CG(x)+) trf I-+P(EG/CK(X)+). 

Since EG/CG(x) and EG/CE:(~) are models for BCc;(x) and BCK(X), respectively, we 

have proved (ii). 0 
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